Instructions: with your table group, determine one effective strategy for Rhetorical Analysis. Choose a recorder to access Padlet via QR code, and write your table’s tip on Padlet – no repeats...go!

Bondi’s Tips (based on your essays)…
- Take a few minutes to **determine purpose & outline rhetorical devices** (yes, you remembered there were more than persuasive appeals when analyzing rhetoric!) 😊 Put both in thesis!

- **Identify textual evidence in passage to support your analysis** before you begin writing.

- **Begin with a TS re: device/purpose** to frame each body paragraph.

**Reminders:**

- **ALWAYS use present tense** in literary analysis

- **Review posted slide shows/handouts** (e.g. The Art of Syntax, tone and diction terms, rhetorical devices, etc.) to provide specific & accurate analysis!

- **Vary verb choices**

- **Avoid excessive praise of author – devices used to convey purpose & support is all you have time for!**

- **Include paragraph OR line # in parenthesis** instead of author.
Prompt: Analyze the rhetorical strategies President Kennedy uses to achieve his purpose.

Range: 3-9 (see comments on essay & scoring guidelines on table)  
7-9
✓ Well-written introductions with author’s purpose & devices in thesis  
✓ 2-3 well-developed body paragraphs  
✓ Textual evidence to support analysis (a weaving of both)  
✓ Sophisticated diction & syntax
Adulation & Candy (7-9):

Per. 3: Ben S., Nick, Tara, Josh, Caden, Liam, Chase, & Tess.
Per. 4: Kendra B., Nicole, Mariah W., Kendra H., Mariah M., & Sam.

You may view these essays during Aca Prep or office hours.
Rhetorical Analysis – PT #2

Note: LAST RA reflection – be specific for AP Exam!

Include the following in your reflection:

1. Wins/pluses/positives regarding your essay.
2. Opportunities/deltas/areas to improve regarding your essay.

Receive STAMP for full credit when you turn in all reflections.

REMEMBER TIPS FOR AP EXAM!

Please ask if you have questions.

You will also have individual conference time prior to the AP Exam.

ALL ESSAYS MUST BE RETURNED DUE TO FINAL EXAM NATURE OF ESSAYS!